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1.

ISTBODUCTIOK
More variable*; usually menus sre;iter complexltv, hue not

always.

Tliere osisc families of field theories with syiasatrv

group SO(K) (or Sl'C)) Lhat become simpler J S N becomes larger,
Hore precisely, the solutions to these theories possess an expan
7

sion In powers .if l ::. This expansion Is the subject o*' these
lectures.
There are two reasons to study tin; !/S expansion,
(1)

It can he us d to analvse model field theories.

is Important.

t

This

M"st of us have a pood intuition for the phenomena

at classical mechanic*.

We were not horn with tltis intuition: we

developed It tolling jver problems Involving rigid spheres that
roil without slipping and similar extreme but instructive simpli
fications of reality.

One reason we have such a jnsor intuition

for the phenomena Df quantum field theory is Lhat there ate so
few simple examples; essentially all we have to play with is

-4porturbatlon theory and a handful of soluble models. The I/N
expansion enables us to enlarge this set.
In Section 2 1 develop the U N expansion for 4

theory and

apply It to two two-dimensional models with similar combinatoric
structures, the Gross-Neveu model and Che CP'

model. These

madels display (in the leading l/N approximation) such interesting
phenomena as asymptotic frepdom, dynamical symmetry breaking,
dimensional transmutation and non-perturbative confinement; they
t

are worth studying.
(2)

It is possible that the 1/N expansion, with N the number

of colors, night fruitfully be applied to quantum chronodynamics,
tn th>! real world, N ts 3, so an expansion in powers of U S nay
not seem like such a good idea-

This objection is without force,

as is shown by the following wisecrack by Ed Kitten:

£ - m<-'°-

•

M

•

Of course, this does not show that the 1/N expansion in QCD will
necessarily be as good an approximation as perturbation theory tn
QED, but it doea show that there is no reason to reject it a grior1.
Unfortunately, it its not passible to make a decisive test of
the approximation, because no one knows how to compute evtii the
first term in the expansion la closed form.

However, it is passi

ble to argue that this first term, whatever its detailed form, has
many properties that are also shared by the real world, and which
arc otherwise underived from field theory.

These include the

saturation of scattering amplitudes bv an infinite number of
narrow resonances, the essential feature of doai~resonaice motitls.
I discuss these matters In Section 3.
Although united here, these two classes of applications have
verv different standings.

The work on model field theories l<i

modest but solid, a permanent part of our knowledge.

In contrast,

the work on chromodynantca is ambitious but conjectural.

It Is

-5possible that it will lead tc great breakthrcMghs; it is possible
Chat It will fizzle out, like do many hopeful programs before it.
1 should v-jrn •uu that these lectures arc Int.roducl.orv rather
than encyclopedic. Much more could be said about every topic I
I have not gone into more drpth in pari because of lack

discuss.

of tin:? and in part because of I .irk 01 corcpeC^nci-.

1 am net an

expert in these natters?; one re.non 1 decided to lecture on then.
this summer was to force myself to learn them.
Much of what I do know I have learned from conversations with
Roman Jackiv, Hugh Osborne, Howard Sclinitzer, Gerard 't Uooft,
Ken Wilson, and Edward Witten. My debt to Kicten is ?w? rtnous;
most of the second half of Section 3 Is plagiarise of his Ideas.
[Note to the reader:

If you are only interested In chrorao-

dynamic applications, I suggest you rend just the first five para
graphs of Section 2, and then proceed directly to Section j.]

2.

VECTOR BEPRESENTATIONS, OR, SHLUniX MODELS

2.1. •}** Theory (Halt-way),

1

I will begin the development of the 1/N expansion with a
theory that is (I hope) familiar to you, the 0(N) version of 4*
theory,

I warn vou in advance that T will stop the discussion

half-way, after I have worked out all thi* combinatorics hut before
I have evaluated any Feyniran integrals.

This is not because the

details of the model are not interesting and instructive (they
are, especially in the Nambu-GoHstone mode), but because T am
using this theory only as a yarm-up, and want to get on to the
even more interesting and instructive Cross-Neveu and CP'

models.

The dynamical variables of the theorv are a set of S scalar
a

fields, * , a * 1 ...N, with dynamics defined by the Lagrange
density,

*-iV»V-± 5»'V-iv (,<V)
U

1)

2

,

,2.!)

wliere the sum on repeated indices in implied.

Since I am going to

stop the investigation boforn evaluating any Feynman integrals, I
might as well keep the dimension of space-time arbitrary (but less
than or equnl to four).
To get an idea of what is gotten on, 1 have written d^un in
Fig. I the first few diagrams (in ordinary perturbation theory)
for the scattering of two mesons of type a into two mesons of type
b (a/b).

The first diagram displayed, the Born term, is 0(A ).
Q

The second diagram Is O ( L N ) , because there are N possible choices
for the internal index, c.

The third diagram, in contrast, is only

O ( A Q ) ; the internal Indi Ce5 are fixed and there is no own to do.
The explicit factor of N in the second diagram makes the
large-N limit seem nonsensical, but this is easily rectified.

All

we need do is define
g

0

= »N
0

,

(2.2)

and declare that we wish to study the lir.iir of large-N with fixed
g

Q

(not fixed X ) . The first diagram is now 0(g /N); as we shall
Q

Q

see, this is the leading non-trivial order In, 1/N. The second
diagram is 0(g./N), the same order In 1/N.

The third diagram is

0(g /N ) , next order In t/N and negligible compared to the two
n

v
>x:
Figure 1

Preceding diagrams

i a

t h e

l a r (

. .
e

s

l i a i l r

.

This is tlic first step in construe tint tin- 1/- expansion.
r..wst decide what parameters to hold itxed i* N becomes large.
wa cuke the wrong choice, w

He
If

can obtain either a trivial theory

(only the Born term si. vives) or one without a l/N expansion (there
are gr«i>hn proporr loiial to pn^itiv^ powers of N ) . Of course, we
have not yet shown that the second possibility does not occur in
the theory at li.irnl. However, there- arc clearly an infinite number
of graphs proportional to l/N, times various powers of % ; two of
Q

them arc shown in Fig. 2.

{To keep the graphs from heing hopeless

junbles, 1 have left out the indrx Jjhels; I hope you can figure
out where they go.)
To keep all these diagrams straight, and to show that there
are no diagrams proportional to positive jviwrs of S, Is a eombinatoric challenge.

We i-an simplify life considerably b» introducing
!

an auxiliary field, a, and altcr ng t!ie 1-jgran^i- density:

£~

& * $ : - ( ° 6 V

?
2 -T
N

t t

a

)

.

<2.3)

0

This added ctrm has ii"> effuuts on the dynamics of the theory.
This Is easy to see fro.n the viewpoint cf

functional integration.

The functional integral over J is a trivial (Russian integral; its
only effect i? to multiply the generating functional of the theory
by an Irrelevant constant.

Tt is also easy tn see from the view

point of canonical quanlizalion.
c Is

The Enlor-I.dKrange equation for

-8-

» - i^«"t

a

.

<2.4,

rills involves no time derivatives; it is not a true equation of
motion, but an equation of constraint, like thp Euler-Lagrange
equation for the fourth component of a massive vector fluid. When
we construct the HamiltonIan, a must be eliminated from the
Lagrangian, using Eq. (2.4); this cancels the added tcrmHowever, although the dynamics defined by our new Lagran^ian
arc the same as those defined by the old one, the Feynman rules
are different.

By elementary algebra

+

2

T f « -!<*'•*

.

(2.5)

Thus, in the new formalism, the only non-trivial interaction is
the $$o coupling.
(igg/N).

All factors of l/N come from the o propagator

Every line on a clotted $ loop must always carrv the same

Index, and this Index must always be summed over; thus, «c need
not write explicit indices on « loons, and every closed t loop
always gives a factor of N,
Figure 3 shows the graphs of Fig. 1 in our new formalism.
(The dashed line is the o propagator.)

Counting powers of l/N is

now much easier than before, but things can be ntade easier yet.
Let us imagine analyzing a general Feynman graph as follows:
First, let us strip away all the <t lines that end on external
lir.es, that is to say, that are not part of closed loops. This
yields a graph that lias only external o lines, Second, let us do
all the momentum integrals over the closed $ loops. Every $ loop
thus becomes a (non-local) Interaction between the a fiulds that
terminate on that loop. We thus generate a graph with only o
lines; it can be thought of as a graph in an effective field theurv
s

whose Feynman rules are derived from an effective action, ff(°)G

-9-

> - <

)<

>o<
J-Jfl

1ft 1*1

Figure 3
There are two ways of describing S , In terras of Fcymnan
f r

.graphs or In terms of functional Integrals.

The description in

terms of graphs is shown in Fig- 4. The first grapli gives the
tern linear in o; the second graph gives a term quadratic in a,
which must be added to the third graph, the quadratic terra already
present In Eq. (2.5); the fourth graph gives the cubic: term; etc.
In terms of functional integrals, the quantum theory is defined
by integrating the exponential of iS, the classical action, over
all configurations of all fields in the theory.

The effective

I

6 • -o--

V
S

i-io

Figure 4

\

ctlon 1H obtained by integrating over the $'s only
,.is,rr«.) , fpj [^.Blt",.)
t

S is quadratic In the i's,

so the intogral is a Gaussian one*, and

can he doni' in closed form.

Of course, "closed form" Is a hoax;

the answer is a f-mctional determinant that, for generaL a, can be
evaluate! only hy doing the Feynman graphs of Fig. 4.
Whichever way we describe S , one thing about it is obvious;
f f

every term in it is proportional to N:
S (o,K) - NS fo,I)
eff

-

eff

This makes counting powers of IJ very easy.

(2.7)

Consider a graph in

our effrctive field theory with E external lines, I internal lines,
V vertices, and L independent loop Integrations. These quantities
are not independent.

For a connected graph,
L -

I-V+l

.

(2.8)

That is to say, we have one integration momentum for each internal
line, hut we also have one delta-function for each vertex; each
delta-function cancels one momentum, except for one delta-function
that 1H left over for overall momentum conservation. The power of
N associated with a graph can be expressed In terras of these
quantities

The propagator is obtained by inverting the quadratic

part of the Lagrangian; thus each external and internal line
carries A factor of l/N.

(We put propagators on the external a

lines because we want eventually to attach them to external 4
lines.) On tliu other hand, each vertex carries a factor of N.
Thus thr net power of K associated with a given uraph is
„V-I-E . -E-L 1
S

by Eq. (2.6).

+

„.„

Thus, the smallest power of 1/K is obtained from

graphs with no loops (tree graph*) and with the minimum number of
external lines required to connect the external $ lines.

In the

case we becan bv ntudving, meson-meson scattering, two extern.il o
lines are required, and thus tlie leading power is 1/N.
This is no great surprise, of course; we hardly needed all
this formalism to get this piddling result. However, we are almost
in a position to compute meson-meson scattering to 0(1/N) in closed
form.

I say "almost" because S

f f

has the awkward feature of

containing a term linear in <j>. In the presence of such a term,
there are an infinite number of tree graphs with LWO external
lines; all one has to do is build a tree graph of arbitrary com
plexity, and then terminate all but two of its external lines on
linear vertices. The cure for this problem is well known. We
define a new, shifted field,
o' s o - a
where o

n

Q

,

is a constant chosen such that a = o

(2.10)
0

is a stationary point

«•' l„..o" "
(I will shortly show that c- exists.)

In terms of o\

Lhere an

no linear vertices.
The easiest way to construct S (o') is to express SE in
ff

terms of o'.

From Eq. (2.5),

^

1 N ,2
8n

2

plus an irrelevant constant, when
2

2

-

A

U, is the $ mass, to leading (zeroth) order in 1/fi; it i
convenient to use It as an independent parameter of tho

instead of u_. The graphical construction of S ,.(o') is now the
same as that shown in Fig- 4, with two exceptions:
$ lines now carry a mass u, rather than u .
fl

(1) The interna!

(2) There is an

additional linear vertex, coming from the last term in Eq. (2.12).
We use this to cancel the linear vertex from the first graph in
Fig.

4, thus at one stroke fixing a

and eliminating if from all

Q

future computations.
We are now in a position to compute whatever we want-

For

example, let me sketch out the computation of $>-<$> scattering, to
leading order. There are only three graphs that can contribute,
I have put a shaded blob on the a'

shown in Fig. 5.

remind you thit it is not just ign/N,

b u c

t n e

propagator to

full propagator

obtained from inverting the quadratic term in S „ , the sum of the
second and third graphs in Fig. &.

d

2

~ K y d) k -u^ ) ([ v-u? ic)j •
N

(P)

In momentum space.

+

f

iE

P

+

(2.14)
where d is the number of space-time dimensions. Note that For
d = 4,

the integral is logarithmically divergent, but that its

divergence can be absorbed in the bare coupling constant, g-.
Of course, this is just the beginning.

Wo could evaluate

this integral, study the properties of the scattering amplitude
it defines, investigate the interesting case in which we choose
U. to be negative (spontaneous symmetry breakdown?), worry about
higher-order corrections, etc.

However, as I warned you at the
4
beginning, I am going to stop the discussion of $ theory half-

Figure 5
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w.y, and go on to investigate other models.

If you want to find
1

out more about this theory, you will have to go to the literature
{or work it out yourself —
2.2.

it is not that hard).

The Grpsg-OIeveu Model

:

the Gross-Seveu model is a renormalizable field theory that
admits a 1/S expansion and displays asymptotic froedon, dynamical
symmetry breakdown, and d inter.--ional transmutation.

This is the

good news; the bad news Is that it is a flnld theory in two spacetime dimensions.
The fundamental dynamical variables of the theory are a set
a

of Dirac fields, i> , a * 1 .-,N. In two dimensions, Dtrac fields
have only two components; and the Dirac ssatrices are 2*2 matrices.
In standard representation,

Y° - - ,

/ - lo ,

z

y = Y V -°

y

5

x

.

(2.15)

where the o's are the Paull spin matrices. In a l l other ways,
conventions are the same as in four dimensions.
The model is defined by
a

p

a

a

a

SB = * i 3 y <J. + -&§ M> f

.

u

(2.16)

a

He »ee from the first term that \) has dimensions of (length)" ' ,
so gg is dimenslonleits and the interaction should be renormalizable.
A mass term is excluded by the discrete chiral symmetry*
3

* -Y *
5

a

,

5*-»•-•*Y

5

•

<2.1?)

Aa we shall see, it is this symmetry (not the continuous U(N)
symmetry) which suffers spontaneous breakdown.
the construction of the 1/N approximation is a duplicate of
that for $

theory.

First we add a term to SB that has no effect

on the physics, involving an auxiliary field, o,

-14-

a

- f i3 y %

a

- ^-O

2

3

+ a* *

11

.

Next, we integrate over ty loops to obtain S ( o ) .
f F

diagrammatically in Fit;. °-

(2.IS)

This Is shown

We only hove even powers of a because

the trace of an odd number of Dirac matrices vanishes (alternatively,
because o changes sign under the discrete symmetry (2.L7)).
At first glance, it would seem that there is no need for the
third step in the analysis, shifting the a field; S „ is even in
a, and thus a = 0 Is automatically a stationary point.

But this is

begging the question; if we are interested in spontaneous break
down of the discrote symmetry, the issue is precisely whether there
are stationary points other than o = 0,
Fortunately, to settle this issue we do not need to compute
S j-- for general o, merely for constant o.

tn this case, we enn

put the universe in a box of spatial extent L and temporal extent
T, and define
-V(o) =

lim

S (o)/LT

.

eff

(2.19]

Each stationary point of V Is a possible starting point for a l/N
expansion, defines a ponsible vacuum state of the theory to leading
order in l/N.

The energy densities of these vacua are easily

—
• - { > l-«0

• -o•

1

J7»7*»

Figure 6
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computed.

If K« denote a vacuum energy density bv &, and If wo

denoted Iiy T. the sum of all connected vacuum-to-vacuum Ffynroan
graphs, then a general formula of time-dependent perturbation
theory states that
-i* -

lim

E/LT

.

(2.20)

To lowest (iriinus first) order In 1/N', Z is given by the sum of all
connected tree graphs with no external lines. This set consists
of precisely one graph, with only one vertex, the ttirm in S ,, that
contains no powers of the shifted field.

That is to say, V at the

stationary point is the vacuum energy density (to leading order);
if there are several stationary points, only those of minimum V
3

are true vacua.

DiagrareatIcally, V is given by the sum of Feynman diagrams .n
Fig. 6, with all external lines carrving zero two-momentum, and
with the momenturn-con.*"rvlog delta-functions left off.

(These give

the factor of LT.) The summation of these graphs, has bet>n dontcountless times in the literature.

I will bore you by doing it

once mare:

g

- 0

n=l "

n

J (2tr)-\p-+ie/

The terms in this series have the following origins:

(a) Frew

Eq- (2.18), everv vertex carries a factor of I and i_-verv propaga' c".
2

z factor of if/(p *ic).

(b) There is an N for the S Fvrml fields

and a (-3) for the Fermi loop.

(c) Cyclic permutation of the

external lines recreates the same graph; thus the l/2n! in Dyson's
formula is incompletely cancelled and we have a left-over factor
cf l/2n.

It is trivial to do the trace, sum the series, and

rotac the inte„ration to Euclidean two-momentum, p .
F

obtain

n

We thus

The momentum I n t e g r a l

is u l t r a v i o l e t d i v e r g e n t ; we c u t 1c off by

d i s t r i c t i n g t h e i n t e g r a l t o pt S A", w i t h A same l a r g e number.
We find

••[£•-•«-)]

(2.23)

We wish I D rewrite this in terms of a (conveniently defined)
renormalizi'd coupling .onst.int, g.

1 will pick an arbitrary

renornializ.-ilion muss, M, and define g by
1

1

1

H'
En ^ + f

do
Note th.it g

|

should be.

>u do not like my choice of M and want to use

.-mother, M'.

are free to do so. Your coupling constant is

+ 0 ( H X ) , .IS a good renonn.'jJ ized coupling constant

connected to mine by

V (-? now Riven hy

,4-3)
M

/

Two of the announced properties of the model are now manifest
Klrstlv. It Is renon.ialU.iblf, at It- iHt In the ordor to which u«
arc werking; V.<\. (2.26) is totally f •pe of cutoff-dependence.
Secondly, the iheorv Is asyr.itet Uallv free.
the usi>al two equivalent wav.i:

and M fis'iid, and let .1 go to infinity, g
fixed theory,
cutoff.

This can he seen in

(I) In L"q. (2.24), If we hold g
noes to zero.

In a

he bare coupling constant vintshes for infinite

(2) In Eq. (2.25), if we hold g ,-ind M fixed, and let M'

go ro lnfinttv, g' goes to 2ero.

In a fixed theorv, the renormal-

ized coupliiig constant vanishes For infinite renormalization mass.
We can now sean-h for spontaneous s'.Tiiin.'try breakdown.

•s - » r

+

•& »«

•))

This vanishes at

'(*-?)
At this point
V - -HBJ/4*

.

This is negative, that is to say, less than V«j).

(2.29)
The third

announced property of the model is now manifest. The discrete
chiral symmetry suffers spontaneous breakdown, and the massless
fermions acquire a mass.

To leading order, this mass is just o .
Q

I stated earlier that one could chooae the renormalization
mass, H, arbitrarily; a change in M could always be compensated
for by an appropriate change in g,
to Jhoose M to be o..

I will now use this freedom

By Eq, (2.28) this fixes g:
g - it

.

(2.30)

This is the fourth announced property, dimensional transmutation.
We began with a theory that apparently depended on only one con
tinuous parameter, g_.

Me have arrived at ;i theory that dependw

on only one continuous parameter, a .
Q

The surprise is that we

began with a dfmensionless parameter, on which we voyld expect
observable quantities to depend in a complicated way, while we
arrived at a dimetisionfui parameter, on which observable quantities
must depend in a trivial way, given by dimensional analysisOf course, dimensional transmutation ia an Inevitable feature
of any renormalizable tield theory depending only on a single
dimensionless coupling constant.

Renormalieation trades the

single bare coupling constant, g , for the pair (8,M), the renorQ

malized coupling constant and the renomalizf?tion point.

But this

1B a redundant pair; wo still have only a one-parameter theory;

-18-

the (p,,M) plane is the union of corves such that any two points on
the same curve define the same theory.

One way of parametrizing

these curves is by thct value of M at which they pass through some
fixed value of g, like 1/2 or n.

Our one-parameter family of

theories are now labeled by a single parameter, and it is a mass.
Nevertheless, even though we expect dimensional transmutation to
occur in very gonor.il circumstances. It is still pleasant to have
a model in which wo can explicitly see it happening.
N

2.3. The CP -' Model"
Like the Cross-Nuwu model, the CP ~

model is a two-dimen

sional renormalizable field theory which displays dimensional
transmutation.

Also like the Cross-Neveu model, the theory contains

a set of particles that are massless in perturbation theory but
which acquire a mass in thn leading 1/N approximation.

However,

this is not due to spontaneous symmetry breakdown, but to its
reverse.

The particles are massless because they are the Goldstone

bosons of a spontaneously broken symmetry, and they acquire a mass
because the symmetry is dynamically restored.
surprise.

This should be no

In two dimensions there can be no spontaneous breakdown

of a syewnetry associated with a local conserved current; if the
l/N approximation had not predicted symmetry restoration, we would
have known it was a lie.
More interestingly, the massive particles are confined; there
is a linear potential between particle and antiparticle which
prevents the components of a pair from being separated Indefinitely.
Of course, a linear potential is not as difficult to achieve In
two apace-time dimensions as in four; on a line, the classical
electric force between oppositely charged particles is independent
of distance.

However, in this case the linear potential arises

in a theory without any fundamental gauge fields; this is
astonishing.

-i9»

The CP
model.

madel is a generalization of the nonlinear slgma

I will first remind you of this latter theory and then go

on to describe tha generalization.
The linear sigma model is a theory of N scalar fields,
aasessoled into an U-vectnr $>, with dynamics defined by
s

St « I^J.^;. i($.;. )
2

a

,

(2.3D

where X and a are positive numbers. This theory is SO(N)'lnvariant,
but,

at least In perturbation theory, the symmetry spontaneously

breaks down to SO(N-l); the ground states of the theory are constant
fields lying on the (N-'J-dimensional sphere,
• -• = a

2

.

(2.32)

The nonlinear sigma model Is the formal limit of this theory
as * goes to infinity. The fields in general, not just in their
ground state, are restricted to obey ¥.q. (2.32).

The Lagrange

density then simplifies to

Of comse, this simple form does not mean that the dynamics is
simple.

Vhe N components of c are rot independent, and Eq. (2,~Jj)

in fact describes a highly conu/lKated nonlinear theory, an would
be manifest were we to write 4 as a function of N-l independent
variables <sav. angles on the sphere).

Tht nonl-'neaf model can be

thought of as a stripped-down version of the linear model, with
only Che Coldscone bosons retained.
The role of tku- parameter a can be clarified by resc.il t"K
the fields,

t - at

-

(2.14)

Under this transformation, the constraint becomes

1' % = I
while

,

(2.35)

~2G~

2 _
- ~2 3 U * ' 3 4
w

£

U

-

From this we see that 1/a Is a coupling constant.
cussion of powers of N fallowing Kq. (2.7).)

(2.36)
(See tho dis

This makes sense; It

a were Infinite, we wo<'M not be able to tell the difference between
the sphere delineil by En. (2.32) and ordinary flat space, for which
Kq. (2.33) would dt'fine a fret? field theory.
I emphasize tiat the passage to the nonlinear model Is purely
a formal limit.

For example, the linear model is ronormalizable

in four dimensions or less, while the nonlinear model is renormal
izable only in two dimensions (where scalar fields are dimensionless) or less.

We have thrown away some Important physics (at

least at short distances) hy throwing away the non-Goldstone modes.
Nevertheless, once we hav** the nonlinear model, we can certainly
study it us a theory in its own right.

Indeed, 1 could have con-

Rtrueted the mode) directly, as n field theory where the field
variables lie In a nonlinear apace; I chose to build it fcon. the
linear model only for reasons of pedagogy.
Tho CP

model can likewise be constructed directly as a

tield theory in a nonlinear space. However, again for reasons of
pedagogy, I will obtain It as the formal limit of a linear theory.
The linear theory is a theory of N -1 scalar fields, assembled
into an S* M traceless Hermit Ian matrix, t, with dynamics defined
by
St = | Tv 3 i 3 J - XTrE'(j)
U

,

(2,57)

where \ is a positive number and P U some polynomial in 4, This
th.-iry is invariant under SU(N):
*

• UJ>U

+

,

It in possible to choose P such

l> t SU(N)

.

(2.38)

that the minima of Trl' are mntriee-i

with N-l equal eigenvalues and one unequal eigenvalue: SU(N) then
breaks down spontaneously to Sl^N-I).

In equations, the ground
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st^cos of the theory are constant fields ol" the form
+

,i

• - „-'[>!^ -»- l]

(2.39)

where z is an N~dimensional column vector of unit length,
+

zz

- 1

,

and g. Is some pJic-neter derived From P(i)>).
has S dependence such that g

(2.40)
I will assume that P

regains fixed as N soes to infinity.

0

As we shall see shortly, this is necessary to get a 1/N expansion.
N

Tid C P "

!

i^-dol is the fornwl limit of this theory <r * goes

to infinity. The f.*->1ds in .„*nexal» not just in their ground state,
are lestricted to obey Eq. (2.39).

The Lagrange density then

simplifies to
SB - l-Tr 3 $ 3 «
M

where
5

+

i„ <">"'[» '„«-(»/)"]

•

(2

12>

-

It is convenient to rescale z,
h

•<• B * ~ *
Q

•

(2.43)

The LuRrange density then becomes

se • a ^ V s - s o ^ ' v i "

•

C 2

-"

)

while the constraint c^uatitn is
+

* *

" N/g^

.

(2.451

We sec that we have (In prrturbaticm theory) a theory of massle«s
particles with short-range interactions between them.

The theory

is slightly oiore complex than the nonlinear slgma model; there are
not only interactions induced by the constraint but also explicU
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infceracttnnr, in the Lagranf" density.
It is i'it-resting to count the number of ^articles in the
theory.

Ai first ,;tanrc, it

looks like, we have N complex fields

*ith on£ real constraint* yielding 2N-1 real fielris. On the other
hand, if wo count Coldstont bosons, w*s would expect the number of
real fie Ida to he
dimSy(ri)-dimU(N-l) " N - 1 - ( K - 1 )
2

2

= 2N-2

.

(2.46)

The second count is the correct one. The first count Ignored the
fact that Che transformation
z - e a
1 0

,

(2.47)

does nothing to •*; the overall phase uf z is not a dynamical
variable and should not have been counted.

The manifold In which

our fields lie is the set of complex N-vectors with fixed length,
and with N»vector.s differing only by a multiplicative phase factor
identified.

This is complex projective 1-1 space, CP "" .

1 will no* sol"e the model to leading order in l/N, In twopace-time dimensions, where It Is rcnormaltzable.

The first step

5

is standard, eliminating the t^uartic interaction by introducing an
auxiliary field.

Since the quattic Interaction is of the form

vector times vector, the auxiliary field must be a vector field.
Thus, we change ^ b y

U

-j/j»z*2J A
Using the constraint, Zq,

2

+ g- >!A/

1

.

(2.4*)

(2.45), this can be rewritten in Che

amusing form,
£ -

+

(a -iA )«. (a +iA )z
w

u

u

((

-

(2.49)

This looks like a piece of a gauge field theory, with the gauge
transformation of the fields, £q. (1-47), cancelled by the gauge
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transformation of the vector potential,
\

- \ "

V

•

(2.50)

Of course, the "gauge :nvariance" is a hoax, just a reflection of the
fact that we are describing the throry in terms of highly redundant
b

variables.
I

The next step is to get the constraint into the Lagrange
densitv

We do this with another auxiliary field, a,

a*.(v*\)

z +

(v

i A

s

3

ti) • [

z + E _ R

O

2 N

]

•

( 2

-

5 1 )

The new field is a Lagrange nultipller; ics EuLcr-Lngrmigc equntion
is the constraint.

Equivalently, performing the functional integral

over o yields a d^lta-function ac each point of space-time which
enforces the constraint.
We now have a Lagrange density that is quadratic in z, so we
can proceed as before to integrate out the internal z loops and
obtain an effective action, a functional of a and A . The first
V

few terms in the graphical expansion of S , are shown in Fig. 7;
-the directed lines are z's, the dashed lines a's, and the wifjgly
f

—

lines A's. We see that we have pure a terms (the first two lines),
pure A terms (the third line) and mixed terms (the fourth line);
however, all the terms arc proportional to N, just as before.
Also just as before, to eliminate the linear terms, we must
shift to a stationary point of V(o).

The computation of V is

essentially a rerun of that for the Gross-Neveu model. The
relevant graphs are those in the first two lines of Fig. 7; the
only difference in the computation is that the Fermi minus sign
is missing and that we now have o where before we had o . Thus,

where A Is the cutoff.

To renormallze this, 1 pick an arbitrary

renormalization mass, M, and define the rcnorrcalizcU coupling

+
I

-o- • ,6.
i

-0-

+

do „2

2

-

constant, g, by

+

4, '" ,2

'[?* &(-?-')]
AB before, the theory is rnnormnlizable; all reference to the
cutoff has disappeared.

As before., it in asymptotically free;
1

for fixed g and M, g. vanishes as A goes to infinity.
We can now search for stationary points.

*[*•**•*)]

This has a unique zero, st
0 « o

0

! H

exp (-4w/g )

In terms of o ,
n

*--£'("£-')

•

C2 57)

-

Once again, dimensional transmutation has occ tired; the dimensionlass coupling constant, R, has disappeared from the theory, to be
replaced by the dimensionful parameter o .
Q

From Eq. (2.51), o- is the squared mass of the Z7particlas,
to lowest Czeroth) order in 1/N.

Something remarkable has happened.

We started out, in our linear model, with a set of fields trans
forming according to the adjoint representation of SU(H).

By

sending A to infinity, we replaced these by a set of Soldstone
bosons which transformed nonlinearly under the action of the group.
These have now turned into an ordinary set of itu»-sive mesons,
transforming linearly, according to the fundamental representation
of the group. We aro used to making mesons out of quarks; here
we have made (bosonic) quarks out of mesons, fundamental repre
sentations out of adjoint ones.
Something even more remarkable happens when we study the
long-range force between a pair of z's.

By the same arguments

as were given in $ theory, to leading order the force is given
by graphs like those Bhown in Fig. 5. To compute these graphs,
we need the <7-o propagator, the c~A

propagator, and the A -A

propagator. By current conservation and Lorentz invariance, the
o-A

propagator vaninhes. At zero momentum transfer, the o-o

propagator is given by
0

(0) •

d*V
do

«•!

(2.58)

2

This is not infinite; thus o exchange gives no long-range force.

The A -A

propagator is a different story.

The term in S ,

f

quadratic 1n A i.s obtained from the graphs on the third line of
Section 7.

Tin se .-ire just the standard second-order photon self-

energy graphs; to compute their sum in a trivial exercise in
Feynman-graph ti-clmology.

The answer, in momentum space, is
1_
p p

>1L w - J J ;

dx(l-2x>'

;

C2.59)

ATT

n l y i n t e r e s t e d in long-range f o r c e s , t h a t Ls to s a y , in
We t h u s

2

•fr[w -v»]

•

This c o r r e s p o n d s to a term in the e f f e c t i v e a c t i o n of the Form
2

%ff

^-5- ( d x f a A - 3 A I
V
48iro! 2

1„ J

2

.

(2.61)

» " "»>

Aside from a trivial normalization, this is the action for the free
electromagnetic field.

This is the most astonishing feature of the

model; a genuine gauge field has been dynamically generated, pro
duced as a result of radiative corrections in a theory that perttirbatively has only short-range Interactions. The gauge field
now produces a linear potential that confines the z's.

Not only

does the theory have (bosonic) quarks, it has confined quarks.
There 1 K much more that can be said about the CP

model.

For example, the classical theory admits instantons (Just as in
i"ht-omodynamics), and there is no Infrared cutoff on in a tan tan
sizes (again as in chromodynamlcs). Thus the model can be used
as a laboratory for instancon physics ( • arena for bloody con
troversies).

Unfortunately, I do not have the time Co go into

any of this here, and must once again refer you to the literature.
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3. ADJOINT REPRESENTATIONS, OR, CHROMODYNAMICS
1

3- -

The Double-Line Representavion and the Dominance of Planar
Graphs

7

The 1/N expansion is vastly nore difficult for SU(N> gause
theories than for any of the theories of Section 2. The source of
the difficulty has nothing to do with the traditional problems of
chromodynamics, the intricacies* of gauge Invariance or the uncon
trollable infrared divergences.

It is just that wo have to deal

with fields that transform according to the adjoint representation
rather than the vector representation, objects that carry two group
indices rather than one.

$

theory is just as difficult if $ is

in the adjoint representation.
The dynamic.il variables of the theory are a set of Dirac
a

fields,v , and a set of gauge fields, A ., where a and b run from
1 to N.

The Dirac fields can be thought of as elements of an SU(N)

column vector, the gauge fields as those of a traeeless Hermit Ion
matrix,
lib

ua

'

ua

(3.1)

From the gauge fields we define
F

3

a

a

C

. - 3 A . + iA A . - <u
uvb
u vb
iic vb

The dynamics of the Lhcory is defined by

i

•-ft-4'i*-:* *^( v*y'••--•*.••]•
where g and m are real numbers.

(3.3)

For N = 3, this Is the Lagrange

density of quantum chromodynamicK; the Dirac fields arc quarks
and the gauge fields gLuons.

1 will retain this nomenclature for

general N.
Remarks;

(I) I have put the coupling constant in front of

the total L.igranginn.

Of course, by reseating the fields, JIH we

did In Section 2.3, we can remove it from the quadratic terms In
Eq. (3.3) and put it In its conventional position, a factor of
B//S multiplying the cubLc terms and one of g /N multiplying the
quareic terms.

(2) Equation (3.3) ts incomplete; I have left out

gauge-fixing terms, ghost couplings, renormalization counturtems,
and the possibility of more than one flavor.
keep my equations as simple as possible.

I have done this to

Practically all of my

analysis will be purely combinatoric, hardly dependent at all on
the detailed form of the interactions; thus, the extension to
include all these neglected uffects will be trivial.

(3) 1 have

taken advantage of my knowledge of how things are going to turn
out to put the factor of N in the right place from the very
beginning.

As we shall m>e shortly, it is the theory defined by

Eq. (3.3) that admits a non-trivial 1/N expansion, and not, for
example, the one with an N~ in place of the N.
To take proper account of factors of 1/N, we must keep proper
track of the indicefl within a Feynman graph.

Let us begin nur

analysis with the propagators. The quark propagator is

*°<x>* <y) • *j|s<x-y>

(3

•

b

4

- >

where S is the propagator for a single Dir^c field. Thus there Is
no trouble following Indices along a quark line; the index at the
beginning is the sane as the index at the end.

The gluon propa

gator is
c

5

D

v

A"
,(v) - (
) uv<x- > ,
lib<X) Avd
\ sd% fb " i
N wb* Jd/
where D

is the propagator for a single gauge field.

(3.5)

The terra

•portfonal to 1/N (s there because the gluon field Is trace less;
it would noL be present 11 our gauge group were U(N) rach.r than
SU(N).

However, precisely because this term is proportional to

1/N, we can drop it, even for SU(S), if we are only Interested in
the leading ordi-r in 1/N.

(Of course, we must remembel wo have
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dropped it If we want to compute sublcading orders. Sue Append!*
C.) There is now no problem following indices along a gluon Line;
the index pair at the beginning is the same as the index pair at
the end. As far as the index structure goes, a gluon propagates
like a quark-antiquark pair.
This observation IK at the root of the ingenious double-line
representation of 'l Html"I. This is an alternative way of drawing
Feynman graphs in which wc draw one line for each index rather than
one line for each virtual particle. Thus a qunrk propagator Is
represented by a single index lino, because a quark carries only
one Index, but a gluon propagator is represented by two index
lines, a double line, because a gl ion carries two Indices. Figure
8 Is a translation dictionary from the old single-Line representa
tion on the left to the new double-line representation on the
right.

The figure shows the translation!! of propagators, vertices,

and a topical vacuum-to-vacuum graph-

The great advantage of the

double-Une representation is immediately obvious: We do not have
to clutter our graphs with little letters to nhow where the indices
go; to follow the indices all wc have to do I« follow the arrows.
Phrased in another way, to each double-line graph there corresponds
a single-line graph with Indices assigned to the lines. Thus, if
there is more than one way of assigning indices to the lines in a
given single-line graph, there will be more than one double-line
graph associated with it.
I will now show that the power of I/S carried by a double-line
graph is determined by certain topological properties of the graph.
For simplicity, I will begin by restricting myself to vaeuum-tovacuum graphs, graphs with no external lines.

I will later extend

the analysis as needed.
Because the graph has no external lines, every index line
must close to make an index loop. Let us imagine each index loop
to be the perimeter of a polygon. The double-lino graph can then
be read as a prescription for fitting together these polygons.

-X".

Figure 8

To be nwre precise, we identify one edge of one polygon with one
edge ot another if they both lie jn the same double line (gliion
propagator).

In this way, we construct a two-dimensional surface.

We can give an orientation to each polygon by the direction
of the arrows around its perimeter and the right-hand rule.
Because the two halves of a double line are always oppositely
directed, this orientation Is consistent as we travel about the
surface; wo have constructed an oriented surface.
sphsrea or torusea, but not Klein bottles.

Thus we can get

(If we were doing the

parallel analysis for SO(N) rather than SU<N), quark and antiquark
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would transform equivalently, our lines would not carry arrows and
we could get Klein bottles.)
It is easy to count the power of N associated with this sur
Let tlm surface have V vertices, E edges, and T faces.

face.

Every vertex Is an interaction vertex of a Feynman graph, and
carries a factor of N, by Eq. (3.3).

Every edge is a propagator,

either quark or gluon, and carries a factor of 1/N, again by Eq.
(3.3).

Every face is an index loop, and thus yields a factor of N

when we sum over all possible values of the index. Thus the graph
is proportional to
F

S -

E + V

= N

X

X is the Fuler characteristic.

-

(3.6)

It Is a famous topological

invariant, and can be computed in quite another way.

Every two-

dimensional oriented surface is topclogically equivalent to a
sphere with some number of holes cut out of It and some number of
handles stuck on to it.

For example, a torus is a sphere with one

handle; «i disc is a sphere with one hole; a cyliricr (withcut end
caps) Is a sphere with two holes; a loving cup is a sphere with
one hole and two handles; etc. 1.01 H be the number of handles and
B (for boundary) be tin.' number of holes.

Then the Euler charac

teristic is Riven by
X - 2 - 2H - 8

.

(3.7)

(If you are not familiar with the Euler eharacceiissic, a quick
and dirty proof of this formula is given in Appendix A.)
Thus the leading connected vacuum-to-vacuum graph* arr pro
portional to N , and the associated surface has the topology of
a sphere. What does this mean in terms of our original single-line
graphs?

The boundary of a hole Is a loop of unpaired index lines,

that is to say, a quark loop; thus, the leading graphs involve only
gluons.

(This is not a deep result.

It takes just as many powers

of the coupling constant to make a quark pair as to make a pluon
pair, but ther are \ times more gluons than quarks, to sum over.)
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l.i't us remove one randomly selected face from our sphertral
mid ,>ro]i'Ci

tin- remainder of the surface o n t o a plane.

obtain o planar graph.

Kc

surface
thus

If we collapse the double lines to single

lines, the graph remains planar.

Conversely, given a planar

graph

made up only of gluon lines, w e can a l w a y s associate a il 'ible-line
graph of

the desired

type w i t h It.

A planar graph divldos

porting of the plane it occupies into r e g i o n s .

the

All we need do is

draw a clockwise index line jusc ipsidw t h e boundary of e a c h of
these regions ,-md v c o u n t v r d o c k w l s o

index line Just outside

the

boundary of the whole graph.
Th«s analysis will shortly become important
summarize

it in the following:

to u s , so 1

First Result - The leading connected

vacuum-to-_vat'tnim graphs are of erdi?r ."•-.

They .ire planar

graphs

made up only of tiluons.
W e might be interested

in the leading v.iruum-to-vacuum gr;rphs

that have a nontrlvia] dependence on quark parameters, like «;u.irV
masses or the number of flavors.

These graphs must

Involve at

least o n e quark loop; we see from Kq. (3.7) that the leading ^rj;-h-havo o n l y o n e quark loop ( = out hole) and no handles.

Thu.j o n e nf

these graphs defines a spherical surface w i t h one i.ico removed.
Wc c m

project

this onio a plane, Just as we did before.

difference from the preceding case i^ that
the resultant planar graph

The onlv

the outer bound.irv of

is the perimeter of the hole, the quark

loop.
Thus we obtain:

Second Result - The leading yonne.-ted v.ioiur-

to-vacuum graphs with qiiark 1 ines

i

r

N

1

1

ll

nit

r

r

the graph.

Thus the first graph in Fig. 9

second is n o t , even though

L

rt

1

r

is leading, but the

It Is planar.

A s w e shall see Immediately, a verv targe amount of meson
phcnomedology

is implicit

n

iJ>"..»J.Jir'.!".. . - ..TJi - ' J'.y r_'A A

1

graphs w i t , njily one quark ipoj>^jtJ.e Joop__0'.i!li_Jli'_J?. . . J..J{..°.C

In these two results.

r
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O Q)
Figure ?
3.2. Topology anil Phenomenology
The naive quark model deals with mesons (particles made of a
quark and an antiquarJO and baryons (particles made of three
quarks).

Somewhat more sophisticated models worry ahout glueballs

(particles made of gluons) and exotics, in particular exotic mesons
(particles made of more [linn one quark-antiquark pair).

Because

it takes N quarks to make a color singlet, baryons are a special
problem for the 1/N expansion, and 1 will postpone their study to
Section 3.A.

However, we do hnve all the machinery needed to study

mesons, glucballs, and exotic mesons.
Our method u'ill he to study the states made by applying certain
gauge-Invariant local operators to the vacuum.
ourselv i to monomials in i>, J, K
tives

We will restrict

, and their covarlant deriva-

., further, to monomials that cannot be written as the

product of two gauge-Invariant monomials of lower degree.

(Prac

tically everything I say will be vail:* even far non-local nonpolynomial gauge-Invariant operators, like ty(x) bf * ( y ) , where U
b

Is the ordered exponential integral of the gauge fields over the
line from x to y; as far as count*ng powers of N goes, the key
point is that the operator cannot be decomposed into a product of
gouge-invariant operators.)
To begin with, let us study quark bilinears, operators
involving one * -..J in* *I

Lst B. ... B

be a string of such

bilinears, each at some point, and let <B. ... B >

r

be the con

nected Green's function for this strinc. If we modify the action
of our theory by an additional term,

S

+

S + N ^ b
i

B,

,

(3.8)

where the b's are numbers, and If W Is the sum of connected va^uumto-vneuum graphs, then
<„,... B ,
n

c

- («,-»1

' - L n I t 0

(3.9)

D

The reason for doing things this way is that all the analysis
of Section 3.1 applies to the action (3.8) without a word of alter
ation; every interaction vertex carries a factor of N, and, In the
double-] lnr» representation, every Interaction vertex becomes a
vertex of a polyhedron.

(Note that this last point would not be

true if Dna of the B's was a product of two gauge-invariant mono
mials of lower degree.

In that case we uoultl get two polyhedral

vertices from a single interaction vertex.)
Thus, from Result 2 of Section 1.1, we immediately know that
the leading graphs are planar graphs with one quark loop, the
boundary of the graph. Of course, all the bilinears must appear
as insertionw on the quark loop.

Figure 10 showe a leading graph

for a three-bilinear Green's function; the bilinears are indicated
by crosses.

(We sec that B_ is Linear in gluon fields as well as

bilinear in quark fields.) We also know from Result 2 that the
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contribution of these graphs to H is proportional to N; thus, to
leading order,
<B ... B >
n

c

» N

( 1 - n )

.

(3.10)

Ue will also have u^c for gauge-invariant local operators made
up exclusively of gauge
G..

'aids.

I will denotes such operators by

The Green's function for a mixed string of B'a and C's can be

studied by the same method as before. Once again the leading
graphs are planar graphs with only one quark loop, the boundary
of the graph.

Of course, the G's can appear as insertions anywhere

in the graph.

Again, tho contribution to W is proportional to N;

thus, to leading order
<E ... B^Cj ... G >
l

JI)

n

C

« 0- -™>
M

_

(3.11)

The situation ) K slightly different for a string made up of
G's alone. Here Result I of Section 3.1 applies; the loading
graphs are planar graphs with no quark loops, and their contribution
•j

to W If, proportional to N . Thus, to loading order,
<Gj ... G ^
m

c

* N

( 2

"

m )

.

(3.12)

We can derive much interesting physics from those equations
if ue make one aHHuinpttan, that chromodynamicK confines for
arbitrarily large N, that all states made by applying strings of
gauge-invariant operators to the vacuum are states composed of
SUCS)-singlet particles.

I stress this Is pure assumption.

Our
1

main reason for believing in confinement is thai wc can see quark *
within hadronn buL wc cannot liberate them; this is an experimental
reason, not a theorttK-al one, and experiment exists only for N • 3.
Nevertheless, the assumption is not unreasonable.

To the small

extent to which we do have a theoretical understanding of confine
ment (for example, from strong-coupling lattice gauge theories),
there does not seem to be anything special about small N.

Hut th«
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best reason for assuMiug large~-N chromodynamics ct<nflnv"= is that,
if it docs njt confine, it'bears no resemblance to realitv, ami
the 1/N expansion is hopeless. Thus, we might as veil make the
assumption and see where it leads us.
1 will define a meson to he a one-particle state made b'
applying a quark bilinear to the vacuum.

From Eq. (3.10), our

bilinears are not properly normaliKed to create masons with Kindependattt amplitudes.

Therefore, we remsnnalize them, and define
B| - N^Bj

.

(3.13)

For these,
<B]...B;>

-

N

«-«)'

2

,

(

3

.

1

0

Meson scattering amplitudes are obtained from these Cret?n's
•functions by the reduction formula; thus a scattering implirude
with n legs in proportional to N

1

. For large N, mesons

interact weakly; N * sots the scale of meson interactions Just as
e sets the scale of the interactions of electrons and photons.
InJoed, the parallel Is exact.

In quantum electrodynamics,

in lowest non-vanishing order in perturbation theory, the tree
approximation, an n-fleld Green's function Is proportional to
e

.

As far as dependence on S is concerned, it is ns if our

bilinears were linear functions of fundamental fields In soim.
1

field theory with coupling constant proportional to N* , as if
Ehe leading order In i/N were .-he tree approximation in this
theory.
Of course, the true approximation Is characterised bv more
than just its dependent!.' on the coupling constant.

Green's func

tions in the tree approximation have very simple analytic structure*
in monsenfcnui space; their only singularities are pole: .

1 will now

argue thai. K<]. (3.14) implies that the same hold:, for our Green's
function".
I will bei;ln with the two-point function.

To show that the

only singularities at*.' poles Is to show that a bilinear npplled
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to the vacuum produces only single-moson states (to lending order).
The proof is by contradiction. For example, luL us assume a
renorraalized bilinear product! a pair of singlet particles (A,B),
with an amplitude of order uniLy. WP ran then construct the
sequence of events shown in Fig. 11, This is not a Feynman diagram,
but a drawing of events in space-time (time runs upward).

Initially

a bilinear produces a pair; the components separate until they are
each reflected by a bilinear; when they come back to the same point,
they are absorbed by yet another bilinear.

Every vertex in the

figure is obtained from the assumed initial vertex by crossing;
thus all the vertices are of order unity and the process produces
a physical-region singularity of order unity in the four-hilinear
connected Green's function.

But this is impossible; Eq. (3.14)

tells us that this Green's function is proportional to 1/N.

This

argument generalizes instantly from a pair to a multi-particle
state; all we need to do is declare that each line In the figure
represents a cluster of particles.
The argument also generalizes to higher Green's functions.
For example, let us consider a four-point function, and let us
assume it has a two-particle cut, in a two-bilinear subenergy,
in leading (first) order in 1/N.

Then there must be a connected

amplitude for two bilinears to produce a pair, proportionnl to

Figure 11
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$~%.

If we reproduce the reasoning of tlte preceding paragraph,

with the cross in Fig. 11 now denoting the double bilino.-ir, we
deduce that there is n singularity in an eight~bi 1 ine.ir Orcen's
function proportional t» l/n

. But this is impossible; this ^recti's

function Is proportional to 1/N . And so on.
There is one way in which the large-N theorv ..oes not resemble
a conventional weaklv-cnupled field theory; there is ao infinite
number of mesons.

We know this is so because asymptotic freedom

is not spoiled Ji: the large-N limit; thus two-point functions mn^c
behave logarithmically For large spacelike momenta. This cannot
be achieved if the only singularities of these function-, are pole-,
and if ail poles lie within some bounded region,

i'htis th-.-ro mutt

be an infinite number of mesons of ever-increasing nwiss. Wu can
sharpen this argument a bit: hecause we can build bilinears of
any spin, there must be an infinite number of mesons of each spin.
Such an Infinite tower of stable mesons makes sense only if all
mesonic S-matrlx elements vanish in the large-N limit; otherwise,
a heavy meson could Heuay into light ones.

As we have seen, they

do indeed vanish.
All of our mesonic analysis can be extended trivially to
glueballs, particles made by applying gluonic operators to the
vacuum.

By Eq, (3.12), the G's are already properly normalised

and need no renormalization.

From the same eqiiat in, a glueball
(2-n)
. Thus

scattering amplitude with n legs is proportional to N
glueballs interact ever, more weakly than mesons; S
dynamics is replaced by H

7

tn meson

In gluebsU dynamics.

If glueballs interact mure weakly than mesons, they are not
mesons.

This assertion can be checked by an independent line of

argument.

From Eq. (3.11),
<B;...B ;c ...G > . «
|

I

a

E

( 1
N

m

" ^

Thus, glueball--meson mixing vanishes like S

n )

.

(3.15)

as N becomes Infinite.

A!FO, in meson-meson scattering, glueball productior is suppressed;
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to replace a final-state meson by a glueball costs a factor of N"* *
in amplitude.
Up to now, flavor has been irrelevant to our discussion.

This

»ill not be the case For our next (and last) two topics, the
validity of Zweig's rule and the nonexistence of exotic mesons.
Hith only one flavor of <j«ark, we would be hard pressed to distin
guish Zweig-allowed from 2weig~forbldden processes, or to tell
exotic mesons from ordinary ones.
The usual scotem^iit of Zweig's rule is that for any mpsonic
scattering graph, it Is impossible to divide the meson legs into
tvo acts unconnected bv quark lines. We already have this, in
the form of the statement that in leading graphs all bili-iears r*ist
appear as insertions on a single quark loop.

Graphs for Zwelg-

forbiddon processes must involve at least two quark loops, and
thus are down In amplitude by at least one factor or 1/H.
we have all the usual consequences of the rule:

Thus

In Che limit of

strict SU<3). mesons must fnLl into nonets, ail ss meson cannot
decay into a final state free of scrange quarks, etc.
To show the nonexistence of exotics requires a lirtle more
work.

Exotic mesons, IT they existed, would be states created

from the vacuum by the application of local gauge-invariant t|«;ir&
quadrllinears.

Every such object is the sum of products of local

gauge-Invariant MHnenrH.

CH.at is to say, the only way to make

an SU(K) scalar is ro take the inner product of each quark column
vector with an antlquark row vector, perhaps with an intervi-nlln)',
SOfN) matrix made of F

*s and eovariant derivatives,) With no

loss of generillty wo can studv the states made by a Mii^Ie product,
q(x) * B*<K) Bj,(x)

,

(3.16)

where, for purposes of this argument, I have restored «?xpliclt
space-time dependence.

For simplicity, 1 will assume uv have

chosen th« flavors of these operators so that B,, B.,, and Q ail
have vanishing vacuum expectation value-s. Then,
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+

+

+

<q tx)Q(y): - <B| (x) BJ(y)><B£ 00 B£<y)>
+

+

+ <B| (x) Bj(y)XBj (x)B|(y)>
+

+

+ <B^ (x) Bj (x)B[(y) B^(y)> .

(3.17)

c

The first two terms on the right are of order one, while the third
is of order 1/K, and thus sh^ild be dropped in the larpo-N limit.
But the first two terms simply describe the independent propagation
of two mesons from x to y.

In the largc-N limit, qundrllincurs

make meson pairs and nothing else.
3.3.

The /t Hooft Model

6

The arguments of the preceding section have been powerful buL
abstract; it would be nice to have a concrete example in which wo
could see them ar work.

Such an example IC provided by the

't Hooft model, large-N chromodynamlcs in two upare-tlme dimensions.
The modfcl is almost exactly soluble: the simplest Green's functions
can be found In closed form (In an appropriate cnupe), and, although
the computation of the partiule s^-ctrum requires numerical analysis,
it Is of a sort that can be carried out on a pockel calculator.
The model also serves to eliminate a worrisome- possibility, that
the arguments of Section 3.2 are internally inconsistent, that
confinement cannot exist for arbitrarily large N.
0

f

course, it is no surprise to find confinement In n two-

dimensional gauge theory.

As a warm-up lor the 't Hooft model,

let me remind you how confinement occurs In an even simpler thenrv,
two-dimensional quantum electrodviiamics • This thcorv Is defined bv

( F

•"" i o i

) 2

+

c

u

m

K " i / ' • V " )*

•

n , l 8 )

where
F

0>

' V l

3

A

- 1 D

•

»•"'

As always in the analysis of a gauge theory, the first step Is U>
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pick a gauge-

I wil) choose axial gauge,

A •= 0

.

(

(3.20)

In this gauge,

* • h(\\f

*•("/"V

(3

' ")• • -

21>

No time derivatives of A appear in this equation; A is not a
dynamical variable at all, but a constrained variable, one that
must be eliminated from the theory before we can write it in
canonical form.
The equation that determines A is

ifa

+

- -*** * »ej°

.

(3.22)

The general solution of ehi* i s
l

l

A ix°,x ) • " f / V

O

0

l

1

| x V b ( i t , y ) + B* +C . (3.23)

0

where B and C are cin&tants. C is irrelevant; it can always be
eliminated by a gauge transformation; for simplicity, 1 will set
it to zero. B is relevant; non-zero B corresponds to the existence
of a constant background electric field, such as would be caused by
classical charges at spatial infinity,

in the Abelian case that

occupies us at theraomentsuch a background field has a real effect
on the physics, and an interesting one. In the non-Abelian case
we are heading for, it turns out that the corresponding object has
no physical effect whatsoever. This is a fascinating byway, but
it is a byway, and I do not want to Spend time on it here. Thus,
I will assume for this investigation that there is no background
field, and set B to zero.
Thus, we can eliminate A

Q

and write the Lagrangian as

where L _ is the free ferwlon Lagrangian.

A linear potential, has

appeared between charges: confinement is manifest, at least tor
small coupling, where we can trust, perturbation theory.
It will be convenient for our later work ti> express the
current-current Interaction in Eq. (3.24) as the effect of exchange
of a photon propagator,

where P is the principal-value symbol.

*-*(rhr?h:)
Of course, we could have obtained the momenturn-space propagator
directly from the Lagrange density. En,. (3.21). by standard
methods; I detoured through pos.' • Ion spate to justify the somewhat
unusual principal-value prescription at the pole,
It requires no work to genci'alize this to chromodynajaics.
The nonlinear terms in F , are proportional to tiie product of A
0

and A,.

Q

Thus they vanish In axial gauge, and with them vanishes

one of the characteristic complications of chromodynauilcs. the
ael£-cr;ipling of the gauge field. Thus the only difference between
chramodynamics and electrodynamics is a sprinkling of indices here
and chere; following tne derivation that led to Eq. (3-24), we find
,

,

# *-*'&uV)|. -y l ; <.V>
J

b

and L have rescaled the fields to put th« coupling constant in
its conventional location.

The elimination of gluon self-coupling drastically diminishes
the number of graphs that contribute in the large-N limit.

Figure

12 shows the set of graphs that contribute to a Green's function
for two quark billnears; the shaded blobs represent quark propaga
tors.

The simple structure of the graphs arises because a gluon

line that connects the upper quark line to the lower quark line
forms an impassable barrier.

No gluon line can cross it without

interaction, because this would violate planarity; no gluon line
can crc ;s It with interaction, because there are no Interactions.
The same simplicity of structure appears in Fig. 11, the equations
for the quark sotf-enorgy, £. The first gluon line to leave the
quark must be the last to return, for it forms an impassable barrier.
Things are still n--t as simple as they could be. For one
thlnft. we still have to keep track of the two components of the
quark field; Fig. 13 defines a matrix equation.

For another, we

are working in a non-covariant gauge, so we do not have the advan
tage :. of manifest Lorentz Invariance. Both these problems can be
eliminated (f i. switch from axial gauge to light-cone gauge.
Light-con- coordinates are defined by
x* - (x° • ')//2
x

Figure 12

.

(3.29)

-*%r-

~®~- -^SXIn these coordinates,
+-

6

-+•

- g

I

- E4_ =

O.30)

isor vanish. Note that this
All other components of the metric tensor
implies a peculiar Dlrac algebra,
+ 2
- ">
(v ) - <•» r = o

+ (

.Y

(.1.31)

'} - 2

L i g h t - c o n e gauge is defined by
A_ = A

+

•= 0

.

(3.32)

This condition is Lorentz-invariant (but not parity-invm'inf).
A rerun of the derivation of Eq. (3.25) it'ds to the photon
propagator.

»„«-V»^!

'

< 3

-"»

At every interaction vertex, only the matrix y appears.
Thus, if we consider a quark line [olng two Interaction vertices,
r *<u of its. matrix structure is annihilated; from Eq. (3.31),
• \

i

I 0 \

y i

i

Hencs, all the Lorentz-lndex structure of our graphs is
trivial.

The photon propagator has only one non-zero component,

"jid ch: interaction vvrtex ta always proportional to a single

-45Dtrac matrix, ari Is the only surviving part of the quark propagator.
There Is no point In keeping track of these unvarying structures;
we iaight as well drop them and make the substitutions
t> -• i — ~
»
(k_>
v

.

<3.35n)

•

»•»>

2

-^--^
and

The internal-Index structure of our graphs is also trivial, by our
earlier analysis; for each graph

there is a unique way of distri

buting the internal indices, and the net effect at this distribution
is to cancel the factor of IfS

in Eq. <3.35b).

Thus the first part of Fig. ]3, the equation for the quark
propagator, S(p), becomes
S( ) - _
_
2p ^-i/-pj;(p}-*-ie

.

p

(3.36)

+P

while the second part of Fig. 13, the equation for the quark selfenergy» I, becomes
k

2

r° v -

p

J «.r

<k >

/

If, In this equation, ve Blake the shift of integration variables,
P -k
+

t

- -k

+

we eliminate all reference to p .
+

,

<3.38)

z is a function of p only:

by Lorentz invariance, it must be a constant multiple of 1/p .
Thus.
2

» -p_E 5 M

2

,

<3.39)

is a constant.. To leading order in 1/N, the sole effect of tha
internet ion is to replace the bare quark mass, m, bv the
"renormuiizecl quark mass," M.

(The quotation narks .ire to remind

you that w£ ar<' working with yange-dependent entitles, entities
which do not necessarily havn any physical meanLntf.
to this point shortly.)

I will return

It is nowtftraightforwardto evaluate M .

The details of I.he romputat ion are In Appendix B; the answer is
M

2

= m

2

2

- ( /TI)

.

C

(3.40)

Now that we have the quark propagator, we can evaluate the
sum of ladder graphs in Fig. 12, and discover the spectrum of
meson states.

I wi 11 only state the answer hero (again, "he

details are in Appendix B). There is a bound ritate of mass y
for every eigenvalue of the integral equation
1

• ( £ • £)»«>-#•<•
6

(x-y)*

where f i: a "unction defined on the interval f0,1] and vanishing
at the end points of the interval.
Althou^n it hrts been derived from field theory, Eq. (3.M)
may be read as an equation in purticle mechanics; to be more
precise, it Is a two-particle time-independent tight-cone
Schrijdinger equation.
In the normal Schrodinser formalism, ina state of the system
is given at flxtfd x , and dynamics in defined by the operator that
generates x -translations, P..

This commutes with the generator

of x -translations. P., and thus we can simplify dynamical problems
by going to an eiijenspace of P..

In the light-cone Schrodinger

formalism, the state of the system in given at fixed x , and
dynamics is dpFlned by the operator that generates x -translation!;,
P..

This commutes with the generator of x -translations, P_, and

thus we can simplify dynamical problems by gatn^ to an clgenspace

of P_.

For example, for a single fre^ particle of mass M,
ZP

2

- H /P_

+

,

and dynamics is totally diagonal In a P

(3.42)

basis, just as it Is

totally diagonal in the normal formalism in a P. basis. An Impor
tant difference between the two formalisms is that while the spectrum
of P. is the entire real line, that of P

is the positive half-line

only.
For a two-particle system, it la convenient to wofk in an
eigenspace of total P with eigenvalue one.
the Y

Thus, IF wc denote

operator for one of the particles by x, that ot the other

is (1-x).

Since each P must be positive, x must lie between 0

and 1. For two non-interucliiiK particles of equal mass.
M

2

M

2

+

" - T tb
+

.

<,.„>

Because l'_ is one, the eigenvalues of this operator are the squared
mnssuS of Lhe two-particle system.

In terms ci a momentum-spaci*

Schrodlngor wave function, the eigenvalue equation is

u *(x) » (~ + f^)<t x)
2

.

O.U)

This is almost Eq. (3.il)t all that Is missing is the last term.
Bui such a convolution integral in J. momentum-space Sehriidlnger
equation is a familiar objfet; it corresponds to an ordinary
poLcntI.it back in positU < space, in the cast' it hand, to a linear
potential.

Onee we strip away the heavy disguise of the li^)iL-cnm>

moment urn-space formalism, Ei|> (
. 3. •'* I) is revealed to be the simplest
meson model of all, two quarks Interacting through a 1 inour
potential.
We would expect such a system to have a purely discrete
spectrum.

The easiest way to set' that this Is the case is to

reinterpret Eq. (3.41), to think of x as a position operator and
the conjugate variable as a momentum operator, p. The operator

version of Eq. (3.41) thpn becomes
2 P

+

+ - 1T

T ^

+

2

B !PI

•

».'5>

Aside from a trivial multiplicative constant, this Is the ordinary
Hamiltonian fur •» mass-zero particle moving in a potential, and
restricted to the box [0,1].

It is this last rondltlon that

guarantees that the spectrum is purely discrete, th.it in fact our
space oF. states does not contain any particles that correspond to
two free quarks.
We can also use our reinterpretAt'.on to ^et a quantitative
idea of the meson spectrum.

For a particle moving in a potential

and restricted to a box, we would expect tne potential LO De
irrelevant for sufficiently high excited states, and the eiec-nstates to be those of a free particle in a box,
$

= alnnnx

,

' - 1,2,...

,

(3.46)

with associated eigenvalues

"I -

R 2

™

•

3

4

< - "
f

An easy perturbat ivo calculation shows that this oxpocta ion

H

correct, at least for large n; the corrections to Eq. (3.47) ;ir-_
0(1 oft n/n;.
Of course, !•<]. (3.47) is no „ood for the low-lyins mesons.
Indeed, stm:v >r i-;in h.> nopacivc for nuf flcUneU- Urpe B/T., OHO
might I ear that for lar^e & the low-lying sped rum mtj-hi RO crazv.
This fear is ^roundloss.

From Kq. (3.41) and the Identity

1

.te--[*•£]
it follow that

2

/fu\ ax

2

1

T

0
2
Thus if m

,,

-. /l»l (i + ^) »

0

k

y }

?

2
is positive, u

is positive, no matter how Jar^e E," ).->:

tachyonic quarks do not make tachyonic me.sons.
To go on requires numerical analysis, HU I will stop our
investigation here. However, before I leave the model altogether,
I would like to makfc two points.
(1) Everything worked out as we expected it to. Confinement
and the large-N limit are not in contradiction.
(2) The structure of the quark propagator LclIs us nothing about
confinement.

Here we have a reasonable theory solved In a

reasonable approximation; the quark propagator Is that of a
free particle (sometimes a tachyon): nevertheless, the theory
contains no free quarks and no tachyons.
This point needs expansion.
be irrelevant?

Why should the quark propagator

The First nnswer is that it is a gauge-variant

object, and thus not an observable, but tt.is la insufficient; the
same might be said about the electron propagator in electrodynamics,
and we know the location of *he pole here tells us the electron
mass, very much an observable quantity.

However, It Is observable

only because it governs the singularity structure of gauge-Invariant
Green's functions.
For example, Fig. 16 shows a Feynman graph that contributes
to a six-current Green's function in electrody.innlcs; the dots
denote the currents. Tills graph has a singularity that corresponds
to a reading of it as a process going on in space-time (time runs
upward):

The initial currcnL creates an elecLron-positron pair,

vhich are then bounced about by widely-separated external fields
until they recombine. The location of the corresponding singularity

A
V
Figure K
is obviously governed by the electron nass.

(This Is an ideali

zation of an actual measurement of thv mass of a chared paritele;
ehc external fields are IdealizM

ending magnets or counters.)

1

Of course. Fit*,. I' ts just a lowest-order graph, and we must
'ie sure that higher-order corrections cunnot destroy the slngu]arity«
We need not worry about propagator corrections, where a photon
returns to the same electron line from which it emerged; these
merely renormalize the electron mass.

Nor need we worry about

vertex corrections, where the photon goes from one side of a dot
to another; these merely tenormalize the strength of the external
field.

Nor need WL. worry about corrections where the photon

connects electron linos separated by two or more docs; because all
the external currents are widely separated, the photon ends are
necessarily widely separated, and the electrodynamic interaction
Is negligible at large distances.
Oh.
Me have reached the crux of the matter.

The argument that

the locarion of the pole in the quark propagator is an observable
quantity rests upon the assumption that there Is no confinement.
Those who look for confinement in the singularities of the quark
propagator are liku the man who settled In Casablanca for the
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waters.
3.4-

They h.-ive been misinformed.
9

Witten's Theory of Baryons

Baryons present a special problem for the 1/N expansion. The
method we used in mesodynamics, the study of fixed Feynman graphs
in the large-H limit, cannot be applied here. It takes N quarks
(in a totally antisymmetric color state) to make a baryon, and
thus we must study graphs with more and more quark lines as N
grows larger and larger.

This does not mean that there is no hope,

that baryons do not obey simple scaling laws. As Wicten discovered,
the proper procedure is to break the problem into two parts, to
first use graphical methods to study n-quark forces in the large N
limit, and then to use other methods to study the effects of these
forces on an N-body state.
Defining an n-body force is a delicate matter in a quantum
field theory.

For a two-body force, we must use the Bethe-

Salpeter equation; for higher values of n, Faddeev equations.
Fortunately, for our purposes, we need worry about none of these
niceties. All we want to do is'count powers of N, and for this
all we need to know is that the n-body interaction kernel is
obtained by summing up some family of graphs with n quark lines
entering and n quark lines leaving.

We can always imagine obtaining

such graphs by breaking open n internal quark lines in a vacuumto-vacuum graph.

By result 2 of Section 3.1, the leading vacuum-

to-vacuum graphs with internal quark lines are the plnnar graphs
v

bounded by a single quark loop; these are proportional to I). We
want an interaction .that will be effective in a totally anti
symmetric color state- thus each quark line should carry a different
color index, and breaking the quark lines costs us a factor of
N

from lost index sums.

Hence, the n-quark interaction is

n

proportional to N ~ .
This completes the first part of the analysis. We mt'Tt now
study the effects of these interactions.

From this point on I

will assume that the states we are studying are non-relativlstic,
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so we can use ordinary particle nechanlcs and treat the Interactions
as ordinary n-body potentials.

I am embarassed by the necessity

of this assumption. Detailed dynamical assumptions should not be
needed just to count powers of 1/N; it should be possible to do
the whole analysis in an elegant relativistic formalism. Unfor
tunately, 1 have not been able to find such a formalism, so we
will just have to plug along with particle mechanics.
We wish to study a bound state made up of a very large number
of particles interacting very weakly.
domain of the HarCree approximation:

This Is Che traditional
Each particle is treated as

moving independently of the others in a common potential, which in
turn is determined self-consistentiy frcin the motions of all the
particles.

Let me remind you of the justification for this approxi

mation by estimating the sources of ertor.

Firstly, the approxi

mation neglects the fact that as each particle moves, iL changes
the state of the other particles, and thu? the potential which it
feels.

This effect is proportional to the: square of the inter

action strength, and is thus a negligible correction to the Hartree
potential"(directly proportional to the interaction strength) if
-

the interaction is we-... Secondly, the jnproximatlon neglects the
fact that each particle feels not the potent;'1 caused by all the
particles, but the potential caused by all the particles but itself.
The correction this makes to the Hartreo potential is inversely
proportional to the number of particles and is negligible if this
number is large.
The Ilartree approximation leads to nany-particle energy eigenfunctions that are products of single-panicle wave functions.
In our case, the many-particle wave function is anttsymmetric in
color, and thus symmetric in the remaining quark variables: space,
spin, and flavor. Thus, if we factor out the color part of the
wave function, the quarks act like identical bosons; in the baryon
ground state, all the quarks wl'l oc in the same state, the ground
state of the Hartrce potential.

Let me make t h i s more q u a n t i t a t i v e .
I w i l l i g n o r e f l a v o r and s p i n .

a

+A
6N

For n o t a t f o n a l

simplicity,

TUe baryon Haiailtonisn i s theft

arb

£

V»hrJ ,t )*...
b

.

c

(3.50)

aj'b/c

where the V's are functions independent of N.

Tin- approximate

ground state wave function is of the form

a
We find the best choice of • by the variational method.

+ i J i \ i \ V > (?,,?) |«r,Wr > |
<2

2

We compute

2

2

plus terms o f 0 ( 1 ) , which we n e g l e c t .

Wc now minimize t h i s a s t

function of $ , subject t o t h e c o n s t r a i n t
3

2

/d ? M - 1

[-ijj + vtf)]* where E I S the Lagrange multiplier ssKocIate^ with the constraint,
and V Is the Hartree potential,

3

+

3

3

i/d f d ; v( > f,? ,; ,| (? ),(; :
I

2

(

1

2

4

1

2
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Equations (i.*)4) jjiwl (3->5) dellne the liar tree approximation;
note that thev ar - independent of N.
t

This is a conHfiuucnCC of the

fact that every term in the expression for the t0t.1l energy, Ei).
n

(3.52), Is proportional to N; the ti-tjuark interaction is 0(N ) ,
n

but there are 0(N ) dfminct n-quark clusters. As ve shall see,
this lucky cancollaiiun of powers of N lends to simple scaling laws
for barvan physics.
Let me Login with Die static properties of baryons.

* is

independent of N; thus so is the shape of the grousd-state baryon,
an measured, for example, by its charge or mass distribution.
This is jurst like the situation for .1 meson.

In contrast to a

meson, though, the energy of the baryott grows wir.fi H.

This is

essential to the resolution of what would otherwise be a problem
for the approximation, that the ground state is not a momentum
cigenstate.

Precisely because the Hamiltonlan is translattonally

Invariant, any spatial translation of a Hartre

ground state is

also a Hartree ground state. Thus wc can form linear combinations
of these states that are momentum eigenstates; more carefully
phrased, the problem is not that the energy eigenstatcs arc not mo
mentum elgertstates but that the momentum eigenstates are degenerate
in energy.

But this is as It should be, if the mass of tha s'ates

is 0(N); in the non-relativtstic approximation, for example, the
momentum dependence of the energy is proportional to fsomentynO""/
mass; this is 0(1/N), and should not be seen in leading order.
tow-lying excited baryons are obtained by placing a feu
quarks in excited energy eigenstates u£ Kq. (3,54)-

Note that,

to leading order, there is no need to change V; the change in the
Hartree potential caused by exciting only a few quarks is on
effect of 0(1/N).

Thus, for example. If $. Is the first excited

state of Eq, (3.54) and e, is the associated eigenvalue, the first

excited baryon is given by

r

"

a

bfa
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Its energy exceeds that of the ground-state barvuii bv £,-•-*

I'^UM,

although the baryon upeetrum begins high, the spacing between
successive baryons is 0(1), just like the spacing o' mesons.
So much For the static properties of baryons.
turn to their interactions with mesons.

Now lcl mo

As explained in Section
1

3.2, mesons are created and annihilated by quark M l invars, lit*5

a

B - N"' C' *

a

.

(3.S7)

1

Here the <»'R art quark fields, normalized such th.it ihov obev
canonical commutation relations, that Is to say, such that in t'u*
non-relativistic approximation they create and annihilate quarks
with impl Itnderi of order unity.

Let us consider the matrix element

of such a bilinear between two ground-state baryons.

Each of (lu

K terms in Eq. (3.57) can annihilate and recreate n quark; tinis
the haryon-moson-baryon vertex is 0(N/>'fj) = O(t^).

Hi coirie,

because the baryon energy is not changed, the meson nast carrv
energy zero, and cannot be real.

However, it ran he a vlnunl

ncson, for example, one exchanged between barvon ;,nd mcrion in a
meson-baryon scattering graph,

because the trilinear meson vrrlex

in 0(l/i^'), :his contribution to meson-baryon scattering I-s 0(1).
Indeed, In general the meson-baryon scattering amplitude i"
0(1).

To prove this, let us consider the one-bar von exjwt.itie.:i

value of the time-ordered product of two quark iu ] im ir-.
nra

Then

two classes of terms that contribute to this I'STcssinii.

(1) One of the bilinears can annihilate and reer.v.i .• .1 •Hark: t!.r
other can do the same,

in this case, the two quarks ,-,m be oi

different colors; the sum over colors cive.s a factor m" N" , ,nnl
the total contribution is proportional to N.

However, shirr ihr-

Intermcdiate state Is the ground-state barvon, the hilinearw r.nwi
each carry energy zero, and this contribution vanishes or. tin- ru-..'n
nmsB Shell.

(2) One of the bilinears .-an annihilate a crmiinl-st at.

quark and replace it with an excited quark; the other can then
reverse the process.

In this case, all the quarks nust be uf the
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4ame color, so the sum over colors only gives n factor of N', and
the total contribution is 0(1). However, this contribution doi-s
not vanish on the meson mass shell.
We can also study the matrix element of a bilinear between a
ground-state baryon and an excited baryon, like the one given by
Eq. (3.56).

Here each term in Eq. (3.57) must match tip with the

corresponding term In Eq. (3.56); thus, as before, we onlv get a
factor of S from the color sum, and the amplitude for mesonic detay
1

of an excited baryon is 0(1), By similar reasoning, the amplltu-.
Tor the process meson + baryon * meson+excited baryon is 0(S

),

Because the meson-baryon scattering amplitude Is 0(1), the
contribution of continuum states to the absorptive part o

r

the

amplitude is of the same order as the contribution of evetted
baryons.

This is (n striking contrast to the situation for meson-

meson scattering,

f, in the real world, meson-bnryon scattering

Is well approximated by a sum over narrow resonances, the explana
tion of this phenomenon Joes not lie In the 1/S expansion.
Bnryon-b; ryon scattering h.is a special feature because the
bar yon mass* increases with K; if one studies scattering at fixed
cunter-of-mass energy and momentum transfer, one soon finds oneself
below threshold.

The solution is to studv scattering at fixed

center-of-Hindis velocity and scattering anRle.

This implies that

momentum transfer ^rows linearIv with S, so it is not profitab It
to study the scattering process in terms of one-meson exchange,
or, indeed, In terras of exchange of anv finite number of mesons.
The proper strategy is to directly compute the bnrvun-hnrvnn

interaction i •; ..ropoft hmal to N, |ust like the baryon energies,
and N factors ne.itlv out of the harvon-barvon scattering equ.it Ion.
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Baryon-baryan scattering, at fixed vtlciritv .mJ scatter ini; anaie,
is O C O .
Let me sumraarize our results. The meson spectrum is indepi>:ic'ent of N, and meson-meson scattering is 0(1/N).

The bar yon spectrum

begins at an energy proportional to N, but, after it begins, (he
Spacing of bar yon:* is Independent of N.

The sizes and shapes of

the baryons are Uso independent of M, as itic

the amplitudes for

meson-baryon scattering and baryon-haryon scattering (at fixed
velocities and angles).
As Witten has pointed out, we have heard this tune before.
Certain classical field theories admit finite-energy time-Independ
ent solutions of the field equations, like the soil ton in the
sine-Gordon equation and the monopoles that arise in many unified
electroucak and grand unified theories.

10

These lumps of energy

'become particles in the quantum versions of these theories, and,
for small coupling, It is possible to study the properties of these
particles. The-y are, word for word, the properties of the baryons
enunciated in the preceding paragraph, with l/N replaced by the
small coupling constant (c

in the electrowcak theories).

This

is a tantalizing parallelism; it strongly suggests that there
should be some way of formulating the l/N expansion such that the
baryons appear directly as lumps. Unfortunately, nt rhls moment,
I know of no such formulation.
3.5. The Mastfr Field
It would ae good to know the leading term In the l/N expansion
of chromodynamics. We have been able to go far without this
knowledge, but with it we could go much farther, and much Faster
A direct approach, an attempt to compute and sum all planar graphs,
is hopeless; some indirect method is needed.

In thi« section, I
1

will explain an indirect method recently proposed by Witten. '
r

Witten s program has not yet been brought to uomp]i>tion.

Never

theless, 1 think it is worth talking about even in its incomplete
state; it may well succeed, and, even if it fails, it invuiws

such novel insights th.iL It rav ln-:p i r.- von :•< discover S.IT,- ctticr.
bettor method.
I will first des.-ribe the mi-timd for fur.- ,-aio- thfnrv, ,n..
then i-o on to explain how to asittmi Lite quarks.

I think the

clearest way i.o explain things is by drawing n parallel with the
classii-.il limit.

FevmiMiii's path integral formula tells us th.it

(ireen's functions for a quant in theory are obtained by integrating
over all possible classical motions.

However, as ti goes to zero,

Lhc measure in function space becomes more and more sharpIv con
centrated about the solution to the classical equations of motion;
in the limit of vanishing 1t, all quantities are Riven by their
values at the classlc.it solution.
to the large-N U m i ; .

A very similar statement applies

There is a classical gauge-field configura

tion, which I will call the. master field, such that the large-N
limits of all gauge-lnvortant Green's functions are given by their
values nt the master field.

1 emphasize that once things are

evaluated at the master field, there are no further steps; in
particular, no integrations, functional or other, need to be done.
I will first comment on the method and then give the proof
of the existence of the wonder-working master field.
Comments:

(I) The master field is a field for the large-N

limit of chromoijynamlcs, that is Co say. It is a gauge field for
gauge group U(™).

(2) The master field is not unique; because we

are Interested only In gauge-Invariant quantities, any gauge
transform of n master field is also a master field.
this is

However,

the end of the non-uniqueness; two gauge-Inequivalent

fields assign different values to same gauge-invariant quantity,
and thus cannot both be master fields.

A purist would chus speak

not of "the master field" hut of "the master orbit of the gauge
group."

(3) For the classlcul limit, we not only know that every

thing Is dominated by a single field configuration, we have an
algorithm for finding It, solution of the classical equations of
motion.

This is the missing element in Kitten's program.

We know
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that the master field exists but we have no algorithm for finding
it.

(4) Nevertheless, we can say some things about the master

field.

We expect large-N Green's functions to be translationally

invariant; thus the master field should be translationally invariant
also.
A

That is to say, we expect that, in an appropriate gauge,

should be independent of space-time.

(Note that this does not

mean that the master field is trivial, that F
components of A

need not commute.)

vanishes; the

Thus, to find the master

V

field ve need only find four matrices. True, these are infinityby-infinity matrices, so this is not necessarily an easy task.
Nevertheless, this is a remarkable reformulation of the problem
of Humming all planar graphs.
Proof: We wish to show that for largt. K the measure in
function space becomes concentrated on a single orbit of the gaufic
group.

This is equivalent to showing that the probability of

finding any gauge-invariant quantity away from its expectation
value goes to zero an N goes to infinity.

Because all gaugc-

Invariant quantities are sums of products of the G's of Section
3.2 it suffices to prove the proposition for an arbitrary G.
t

Of course, before we begin, we must normalize G such that its
expectation value has a large-N limit, that is to say, is of order
unity-

Thus we define
G' •= G/N

.

(3.58)

Now lot us estimate the probability of G' departing from <G'> by
computing the variance:
2

<(C' - <T.'>) > = <C'G'>- <G'X(;'>
-<G'G'>
2

C

= 0(I/N )

,

(3.59)

by Eq. (3.12). QED.
All of this has been for pure gauge field theory, but the
method ran readily bo extended to the computation of Green's
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functions involving quark bilincars. f^r simplicity, lot me iiHsune
lluil we are only interested in the bilinear \iiii.

We can compute

Green's functions for strings of these operators by giving Che
quarks a space-tine dependent mass, m(x), computing the vjcuura-tcvacuum amplitude, and then functionally differentiating this with
respect to m.

We know that in the large-N limit, the dominant

vacuum-to-vacuum graphs are those with one quark loop.

In a given

external gauge field, the sum of all thes.' graphs ia given by a
famous expression,
Tr en[i* - / - m ]

(3.60)

But this is a gauge-iu.nriant function of gauge fields only; thus*.
in the large-N limit, when we integrate over gauge fields, it Is
glv«n by its value with A

replaced by the master field.

You may find these arguments a bit too slick and abstract,
and yearn for a concrete example in which one can cxpllclty find
the master field.

Fortunately, such an example exists. As 1 have

said, the master field has not been found for fo-jr-dimensional
chromodynamlcs.

It has not even been found for the vastly simpler

'l Hooft model, two-dimensional chromodynnmics.

However, it has

been found for zero-dimensional chromodyanmics. This is quite a
come-down from field theory; instead of functional Integrals over
matrix-valued fields we have ordinary integrals over ordinary
matrices, and the master field Is just a muster matrix. Neverthe
less, even though the dyn^.nics has been trivialized, the combina
torics retains much of its four-dimensional horror, and the
Integrals evaluated easily with the master matrix would he night
mares it

attempted by the summation of planar graphs. These

matrix integrals were first evaluated by this method In a brilliant
paper b;- the Saclay group.

1?

1 will follow their analysis closrtv

In what follows.
We * =h to evaluate Integrals of functions of an N*N
Hermit ian m • rlx, H.

To begin, we must define intejjrat ion over H:

dH * f ] dH
a,b

,

a.l - I ... H

,

(3.el)

where I n t e g r a t i o n over complex v a r i a b l e s i s defined in the- usual
way,
dH

d ( R e H

•"•ab ba -

.b

> < l t I

H

"' ab

)

'

"'

6

2

)

T h i s measure I s i n v a r i a n t under Bero-dlmensional gauge t r a n s f o r m a 
tions,
+

H -*- U HU

,

(3.63)

where u is a unitary matrix. We wish to study the zero-dimensional
version of the chromodynamlc formula for the expectation value of
a gauge-invariant operator,

<

T r B >

g

d H e

/

:

s ( H

where g i s some f u n c t i o n ,
SOO
for some function f.

H

W ?

/dKiT

.

0.64)

,'

(3.65)

S ( H )

and
-

NTrf(H)

(Note that the positioning of the factor of

N, and thus the conblnatoric analysis, is the same as in fourdimensional chroroodynamics.)
We want to evaluate (3.64) for large N. We begin by writing
H in canonical form,
+

H •= U D U

,

where D i s a d i a g o n a l m a t r i x , w i t h e i g e n v a l u e s X, . . . * „ .

(3.66)
We can

r e w r i t e t h e i n t e g r a t i o n measure in terms of the X's and U.

By

gauge i n v a r i a n c e , i t muBt be of the form
dH - ( ] ~ I

d X

h

a

A

) ( * l ••• N )

d U

f 3

"

6 7 )

where dU is the invariant measure on U(N) and h Is a function we
shall find immediately.

To determine h, we compare the two sides

of Eq. (3.67) in the neighborhood of the identity in U(N).

Hure,

U - 1 + ie
where e is a Hermit I;m matrix.

,

(3.68)

Ac this point, Eq. (3.66) becomes

11 - J) - i[£,D]

,

(3.69)

or, written out in components,
6

+ ie

» b " \, ab „b( V b )

•

3

l3

70

- '

where there is no sum on the repeated indices. Hence,

v

a

' art

Aside from a possible (but irrelevant) multiplicative constant, the
term Involving u is dU.

Thus,
j

*-n(» - b)

•

a

3

72

<- '

a/b
The integration over U(N) factors out of Eq. (3.64).

Thus we are

left with

2

<Trg> -

— 2

= » —

,

(3.73)

/n «.."•"
where
s
cf

f " " D ^ v - S «»i».-» i •
b

a

»•»>

ai<b

If we count both explicit factors of N and factors of N
arising from the number of terms in a sum, we see that both term?
in S

f f

are 0(N ). This can be made more apparent by introducing
a

The factor of N has been Introduced HO p obeys an N-lndependent
normalization condition.
/ • d> o ( U - 1

The integral of P over any Interval gives the fraction of the total
number of eigenvalues that lie on that interval; p is the fractional
density of eigenvalues.

For any finite N, p is a spiky sum of

delta-functions; however, as we shall see shortly, it has a con
tinuous limit as Nfioeato infinity.
S

eff " ^ l f

d X

P W ( * ) - faXr.V
f

In terms of p,
B U > P U ' ) En |X-X*ij- (3.77)

All factors of N have now been made explicit, and the character
of the largt-N limit is now clear. The integral is dominated by
the p which minimizes S

; to leading t rder,

<Tr > •* NlJdA p{X)g[A)

.

B

(3.78)

This call be thought of as Tre(ii), where H is a master matrix, a
matrix whose density of eigenvalues is given by the minimizing p.
- We can find the minimizing p by searching, for the stationary points
of Eq.. (3.77),
fdV
tW-2f<i:

p(l') tn |X-X*j = onsta»L
C

,

(3.70)

where the constant is the Lagrange multiplier associated with th«
constraint equation, 13.76).

It is convenient to eliminate the

constant by differentiating with respect to X.
r < l > - 2 / d V o(X') -^fp- « 0
•

We find
.

(3.80)

*

This is the equation that must be solved to find the master matrix.
There is an important technical point: because p is restricted tw
be positive, Eq. (3.80) holds only within the support of p, the
region where p is non-zero. The easiest way to sec this is to
2
enforce positivity By writing P as a ; fip is then 2o*a, and
deriving Eq. (3.80) outside the support of p involves an illegiti
mate division by zero.
I could go on to solve Eq. (3.80) tor special choices of f,
but 1 would prefer to atop here; if you jant more, you can find
it in the literature.

5?

Thp point has hetn made. There is nothing
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vrong with the ^ttner.'il arguments; for 2ero~dii»ensionai ehroisodynamics, the innstut ftefd exists, and we have found an algorithm
for constructing it, Eq. (3.80).

The unsolved problem is to t iml

the appropriateftenorulizationof £q, (3.80) to four dimensions.
3.6.

Restrospeet and Prospect
Where are we?
For mesons, things are wonderful. Only an enthusiast who h;,s

spent too much time studying dual resonance models and tow tittle
time studying reality would claim that the properties we found in
Section 3.2 form an accurate portrait of the mesons. They form a
caricature.

But it is a recognizable caricature; ve look upon tt

and cry, "These- are the mesons!"

1 know of no method other than

the l/N expansion in which the lineaments of the mesons emerge so
clearly and unambiguously from chromodynamics.
For the baryons, things are not so good.

Witton's theorv is

an analytical triumph but a phenomenologteal disaster.

It is true

that in significant ways baryen phenomenology is qualitatively
different from mesor rficnomonology. To take one .amous example,
duality plus no exotics works wonderfully for mesons, hut leads to
contradictions for baryons.

Baryons are different from mesons,

but not as different as they are in the 1/N expansion,

Rarvons

ar« not much heavier than meuons, and baryon resonances are not
much broader than meson ones,

if our picrure of the mesons is a

good caricature, our picture of the baryons is a bad one.
There arc two potsibUU ies.

One Is thai- tU,. U N expansion

is a better Approximation for mesons than for banvns.

This

Statement IK noL as silly as it seems. A reasonable person might
agree that a quark and an unttquark is a quark and an ontlquark,
pretty much the ::ame no matter how many colors then- are, while ;i
three-quark baryon is very different from a hundred-quark harvon,
no matter how we ;uljusl our coupling constants.

The second

possibility is that the 1/fJ exp.-in.tion is terrible for both mesinn.-
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ortd baryons. After all, most at our meson phenomenology was dtrlv^o
only from the dominance of graphs with a single quark loop.
Although this is certainly a consequence of the 1/N expansion, it
is not inconceivable that it might also be a consequence of some
other principle altogether, and thus be valid even though the 1/N
expansion is not.
of course, we would know which of these possibilities is
correct, and know much more, if we had an explicit expression for
the leading approximation. As Hicten has stressed, to seek such
an expression is not ridiculously ambitious. One is not searching
for a portrait of nature in all its tine shadings, not all phase
shifts at all energies, but just for a recognizable caricature of
aerodynamics, a table of resonance masses and couplings.
In these lectures I have discussed one attempt to find such
an explicit expression.

This particular attempt may succeed or

fail, but, in any event, I feel future progress in this field rests
upon constructing the leading approximation.

It is amazing hew

far we have gone while avoiding thin problem, but I do not think
we can go much farther without solving It.
APPENDIX A.

THE EULER CHARACTERISTIC

Given a surface composed of polygons, with F faces, E edges,
and V vertices, the Euler characteristic is defined by
X - F-E+V

.

(A.J)

lii this appendix I give (very sloppy) proofs of two propositions.
(1) The Euler characteristic is a topological invariant.

(2) If

polygonal surface ts topological!)- equivalent to a sphere with
S

s cut out of it and H handles stuck on to It, then
X - 2-2H-B
A.

o*yn)_.

.

(A. 2)

One can convince oneself chat there are only

three f.

lental ways one can change a polygonal surface con

tinuously,

(i) One can distort the surface without changing
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elther F, E, ur V.

Of course, this docs not change *•

U i ) Due

can shrink an edge to a point. This eliminates one edge, merfjes
two vertices, causing a net loss of one vertex, and does not change
the number of faces. Thus x does not change. The same argumu-nt
applies to the reverse process,
point.

(iii) One can shrink a face to a

If the face is a polyRon with n sides, this procedure

eliminates one face, n edges, and a-l

vertices.

Again x does not

changf. The same argument applies to the reverse process. Pro
cesses like conversion of a face to an edge can be obtained as
(iii) followed by the reverse of (ii) and do not require independent
analysis.
Proof of (2). The argument goes in stages.

First w.- prove

the equation for a sphere, then For a sphere with holes, and finally
for a sphere with holes and handles,

(i) A sphere can bs con

structed by taking two n-sided polygons and identifying their
perimeters. We thus obtain a surface with n edges, n verticen,
and two faces, for which
X - 2

•

(A-3)

(ii) If we have a polygonal surface that is topologically equivalent
to a sphere, we cut holes out of it by removing faces. Thus, each
h

hole reduces X >' one, and
X - 2-B

-

(A.*)

(iii) To mnke a handle, we cut Lwo holes that are both n-sided
polygons (reducing x hy two) and then identify the perimeters of
the two polygons (reducing both E and V ty n and not changing x
at all).

Thus, '
X - 2-2H-B

.

(A. 5)
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This appendix gives the computations promised In Section 3.3.
I will begin with the quark self-energy.

We need a prelimina:

identity:

f^TU -/•"<[£ =!*«*>] -"»

•

<»•»

2p Pp_-a4 ie " -15 sgn p
J l2
P+

+

and Eq. (3.37) bec.a\
;

- i/

d k

sp,n(p_ - k_) •

(B.3)
*P_
I now turn to the <;iu,envalue equation for meson masses. If
the Green's function of Fig. 12 has a meson pole, then standard
arguments lead to the Bethe-Salpeter equation shown in Fig. 15.
Here all momenta an.- oriented to the right, and the shaded bloh
on Che right is the matrix element of the time-ordered product of
two quark fields between the vacuum and the meson state.

If we

denote the Fourier transform of this matrix element by ty, then
the Bethe-Salpeter equation Is
p-q)R(-q)/
J
Mp.q) - -''(riSCp-qJRC-q)!-^

^tp.k)

J (2*r <k_-q_)

Y

°^fr-'-

•

(B.4)

If we define
<*(p.qj = j J q

+

"Mp.q)

.

<B.5)

then
*(P,q ) - - % • /dq+Sfp-q) S(-q) /dk
J

»

J

~

7$(p,k ) .

~ <k_-q_)

2

<B-6)
Tliii q integral is an integral over known rational functions
and can be done explicitly:
+

Jdq S(p-q) S(-q) = Kp,q_)
+

J

^ 2 ( p - q ) - [(H -iO/(p-q)_] 2q -[(M -ie)/q_]
2

2

+

+

a

If q_ is outside the interval [°>P_]. ^~

t w o

P°Ies of the integrand

are on the same side of the real axis, and the integral vanishes.
This implies that * also vanishes outside this interval. For q
within the interval, the intccral way be done trivially by closing
the contour; the result is
2

I - -"i/[2p -M /q_-M^<p_-qj]
+

.

<B.8)

Equation (B.G) thus becomes
P_
2

2

?

[ 2 - H / q -M /(p - q )]*(p,q ) - - ^ T dk_
- ^(p,k ) .
0
^_-q_)
P+

(B.9)
If we make the substitutions,
2p = v /p_
+

,

q_ = xp_

this becomes Eq. (3,41).

,

k_ = yp_

,

(B.10)

_ g~
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APPENDIX C. 0(H) AS AN APPROXIMATION TO SUOO
In Section 3.1, I dropped the second terfii in the glaatt propa
gator, Eq. (3.5).

To drop this term is to approximate SU(N) gauge

theory by U<S) gawge theory; to restore this term is to correct
the approximation by introducing a correction gluon, a nogaci"cnorm color-singlet gauge meson that cancels the positive-norm
color-singlet gauge mason of the IKS) theory.

In this appendix

I compute the powers of 1/N associated with graphs containing
internal correction gluons.
As in Section 3, 1 will restrict myself to vaeuisa-to-vacuum
graphs; from these, all Green's functions can be obtained by
functional differentiation. If all ve had in our theory were gaugr^
fields, we would have mad. no error and we would need no correc
tions; '.n a U(H) gauge theory, the U(l) gauge meson is completely
decoupled from the SU(?rt gauge mesons. Thus we need only consider
graphs where all correction gluons terminate on quarks, Because
the correction gluon carries no color indices, we can always
imagine constructing such 3 graph by adding correction gluons to
graphs without then. How many powers of 1/N do we introduce by
this process?

For each quark line, we Introduce on extra propa

gator and one extra vertex; the 1/8 for the propagator cancels the
N from the vertex. However, the correction gluon itself carries
1/N because It is a propagator and an additional 1/N from the
explicit factor of l/N in Eq. (3,5). Thus the net effect of
2

adding a correction gluon is 0(I/N ).

This is all we need to know,

because we already know how to compute powers of 1/H for graphs
without correction gluons.
As an example, let me compute the power of I/tf associated
with the leading connected vacuum~to-vacuum graphs containing a
correction gluon. We must add the correction gluon to graphs that
contain quark loops. The leading graphs are Lhose in which the
correction gluon connects two disconnected graphs each of which
contains a quark loop; those are 0(N «N x 1/N ) "0(1).

However,

-70these graphs are trivial; they serve only ia exactly cancel m o
corresponding Rluon-exchange graphs tn the uncorrected theory.
The leading non-trivial graphs are those in which a correction
gluon is added to a connected graph containing a quark loop; these
2

are 0<N* 1/N ) <-0(I/H).
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To my knowledge, the first to observe that :

theory bt/canje

simple for large N was K. Wilson, Phys. Rev. D 7 J 2 9 U (I97J).
Wilson drew on ideas developed in statistical mechanics,
especially Stanley's work on the spherical mode' ffl. E. Stanley.
Phys. Rev. 176:718 (19683]-

T

1

» o auxiliary-fiei. method used

here was also developed in statistical mechanics (hut not in
the context of large-S expansions), by R. L. Statonovich,
Doklady Akad. Nauk, S.S.S.R, U5:IG9? (1957),
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The treatment

theory given here follows that of S. Colecum, S. -liickiw,
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J. Kang, and H. Schnitzer, Phys. Rev. DL3:2212 (1970).
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D. Gross and A. Ncveu, Phys. Rev. DI0:3235 (1974).

3.

This note is for the cognoscenti only; it is written in
shorthand.

You may know that you can define an effective

potential, much like V, in theories with fundamental scalar
fields, and that, in such theories, V can be Interpreted as
an energy density for general arguments, not just stationary
points. This is Important} for example, it implies that if
V is unbounded below the theory is sick, no matter how nicely
behaved V is at its stationary points. There is no such
interpretation of Che effective potential for composite fieldsFor example, is the case at hand, if we add a sowrce term to
the tagrange density,
& +&+

J<x)a

this corresponds to adding a term to the Hamiltonian density.
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term has no analog for a fundamental scalar field, and

destroys the standard energy arguments (except at stationary
points of V, where it vaninlien).
4.

The model was duvisetl by H, Eiclienherr, Hucl. Phys. 8146:215
(1978) and V. Colo and A. Perelomov, Phys. Lett. 798:112
0978)., The I/K expansion is worked out in A. B'Adda,
H. Luscher, and P. DiVecchlo, Nuel. Phys. M46:63 (1978),
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5.

This is a hit too slick. After all, in electrodynamics,
gauge invariant:*; could also be thought of as a mere reflection
of the presence of a redundant variable, the longitudinal part
of the vector potential. The real difference Is slightly more
subtle.

In electrodynamics, it Is not passible to eliminate

the redundant variables and slill have a local theory, an is
shown by the Bohm-Aharonov effect; in the case at hand, It IF
possible to do just this, as is shown by our derivation of the
model.

As we shrill see, this distinction will disappear when

we sum up the radiative corrections.
6.
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7.

(This note covers both this subsection and the next.) The
large-N expansion for chromodynamics was invented by
C. *t Hooft, Nucl. Phys. B?2:46I (1974).

There are numerous
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10.
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